After the report of de Haas-van Alphen ͑dHvA͒ oscillations in the superconducting state of 2H-NbSe 2 more than twenty years ago, 1 this remarkable phenomenon has gained broad attention only recently. The dHvA effect in the vortex state seems to be a universal property as was confirmed experimentally for a large variety of different type-II superconductors. 2 The observation of magnetic quantum oscillations, which usually is being taken as clear-cut evidence for the existence of a Fermi surface ͑FS͒, is highly unexpected in the mixed state of a superconductor where a spatially inhomogeneous energy gap evolves below the upper critical field B c2 . Indeed, the microscopic mechanism leading to these oscillations is still lacking a satisfactory explanation. Much theoretical work has been devoted to an understanding of the commonly observed additional attenuation of the dHvA oscillations in the vortex state with respect to the normal-state damping. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Most of these theories predict in addition to the usual exponential damping, caused by quasiparticle scattering with rate 0 Ϫ1 due to static defects and impurities and described by the Dingle factor R D ϭexp(Ϫrm b /eB 0 ), 2,11 a further reduction factor R S , which conveniently can be expressed in analogy to R D with an additional scattering rate s Ϫ1 . 2 Here, r counts the harmonics of the oscillations, m b is the bare cyclotron effective mass unaffected by many-body interactions, and 0 is related to the Dingle temperature via T D ϭប/2k B 0 . The predicted field dependence of the scattering rate s Ϫ1 is governed by a possible spatial variation of the order parameter as calculated for various models. 2 However, within the present models no consistent explanation of the experimental dHvA data for the different materials has been achieved.
To our knowledge, no Shubnikov-de Haas ͑SdH͒ oscillations have been reported so far for any material in the superconducting state. This seems to be of no surprise since the necessary ingredient for the observation of SdH oscillations is the presence of a finite resistivity which at first sight contradicts the principal property of a superconductor, namely Rϭ0. However, below B c2 strongly type-II layered superconductors are characterized by a large reversible region where vortices are free to move and a finite resistivity exists. At lower fields or lower temperatures the strength for vortex pinning eventually exceeds the Lorentz force and R indeed goes to zero. In most conventional metals the dHvA effect is experimentally easier to detect than SdH oscillations. The small SdH amplitude is caused by the typically very low relative number of electrons at the extremal area of the FS which contribute to magnetic quantum oscillations. This is fundamentally different for the quasi-two-dimensional ͑2D͒ organic metals with only one or two bands crossing the Fermi level ⑀ F and FS's which consist of only slightly corrugated cylinders. 12 This means that although the total electron density n is low ͑of the order of 10 21 cm Ϫ3 ) almost all electrons at ⑀ F contribute to the oscillations. The amplitude of the SdH oscillations is, within a usually good approximation ͑see below͒, proportional to the relative change of the density of states ⌬N(⑀ F )/N 0 at the FS (N 0 is the steady density of states͒. Therefore, for many 2D organic metals the SdH effect is easy to detect. 12 The organic superconductor studied here is ␤Љ-(BEDT-TTF) 2 SF 5 CH 2 CF 2 SO 3 ͑BEDT-TTF is bisethylenedithio-tetrathiafulvalene͒ with a bulk T c ϭ4.4 K and an upper critical field B c2 Ϸ3.6 T for T→0 determined from the specific heat. 13 SdH ͑Ref. 14͒ as well as dHvA experiments 15, 16 show consistently one small 2D FS with an area of 5% of the first 2D Brillouin zone. Band-structure calculations predict a somewhat larger 2D hole pocket in addition to a pair of wavy 1D electron sheets. 14 The investigated crystals were grown by electrocrystallization. 17 Here we present SdH and dHvA results for five selected crystals labeled AϪE. Sample A was measured in a 3 He cryostat down to Tϭ0.45 K, sample B in a toploading dilution refrigerator down to 25 mK. Thin current leads ͑15 m gold wire͒ were glued with graphite paste to the samples. The interplane resistance was measured with a four-point low-frequency ac-resistance bridge with a current of a few A. The magnetic field was oriented perpendicular to the BEDT-TTF planes along the c axis, i.e., parallel to the current. This configuration minimizes the Hall contribution to the measured signal and allows a straightfor- ff the c axis in order to increase the sensitivity of the torque magnetometer. At this orientation the dHvA frequency and B c2 is increased by only about 3%. Figure 1 shows the resistance of sample B as a function of magnetic field for different temperatures. For Tϭ25 mK and Tϭ95 mK, SdH oscillations are visible soon after a nonzero resistance is detected, depicted for Tϭ95 mK more clearly in Fig. 2͑a͒ . The inset shows ⌬ between 1.95 and 2.5 T from which a SdH frequency of Fϭ199Ϯ1 T is derived. For higher fields the SdH amplitudes, residing on an approximately quadratically increasing background magnetoresistance, grow quickly. In agreement with previous results [14] [15] [16] we observe one fundamental SdH frequency F with an effective mass of m c Ϸ2m e , where m e is the free electron mass.
A central challenge for the present investigation is the reliable extraction of the upper critical field B c2 . Around B c2 only feeble effects occur in R and the magnetization. This, on the one side, hampers the exact determination of B c2 , on the other hand it is the very existence of a large resistivity in the superconducting state which offers the possibility to observe SdH quantum oscillations in the superconducting state. One of the most reliable ways to determine B c2 are specificheat measurements which yield B c2 ϭ3.6Ϯ0.5 T, 13 although there are large error bars towards low temperatures. Much easier to detect is the irreversibility field, B irr , which is shown in the inset of Fig. 1 . The data are extracted from ac-susceptibility measurements, , ͑on a different crystal͒ 13 and torque-magnetization data, , as shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ . A clear hysteresis in is apparent between the up and down sweep with field. B irr can be determined accurately from the field where the difference first deviates from zero ͓inset of Fig. 2͑b͔͒ . For 20 mK this occurs at about 3.4 T, which means that B c2 must be definitely larger than this value giving support for the estimated B c2 from specific-heat data. Towards higher temperatures, B irr rapidly decreases, thereby increasing the region of the reversible Shubnikov phase. Below B irr clear dHvA oscillations are still visible ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒ which can be well resolved down to about 2 T in a successive slower field sweep.
The fundamentally new phenomenon we observed is the detection of a SdH signal in the superconducting mixed state. At about 0.1 K the oscillations in sample B are detectable down to very low fields ͑below 2 T͒ sitting on a well resolvable background resistance (ϳ0.7 ⍀ at 1.95 T͒ ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒. At Tϭ25 mK the reversible field range is considerably reduced ͑see inset of Fig. 1͒ and, correspondingly, the SdH signal disappears already at ϳ3 T in the background noise of the measurement. Figure 3 compares the SdH signals ⌬ of sample A in the normal and superconducting states at T ϭ0.45 K between 5 and 9 T and between 1.7 and 2 T ͑insets of Fig. 3͒ . The fast Fourier transformation ͑FFT͒ of the data between 1.7 and 2 T, i.e., well in the superconducting state, ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒ reveals a clear peak at about 199 T at exactly the same frequency F where the peak of the FFT in the normal state is located ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒.
As mentioned, most theories for dHvA oscillations in the vortex state [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] predict an additional attenuation of the oscillating signal with respect to the standard Lifshitz-Kosevich ͑LK͒ formula. 11 For a detailed analysis of the field dependence of the dHvA and SdH oscillation amplitudes we performed FFT's over small field intervals ͑containing five to ten oscillations͒. 19 The latter value is not well defined since the data show a strong suppression of A FT , due to a node in the SdH oscillations around 2.8 T which is presumably caused by mosaicity of the sample. Nevertheless, no additional damping of the SdH amplitude in the vortex state is realized for the present material.
We now compare this unusual SdH behavior with dHvA measurements. For different samples we were able to observe dHvA signals down to about 2.2 T at Tϭ0.41 K ͑sample C) and down to about 2 T at 20-30 mK ͑samples D and E). Figure 4 shows the Dingle plot of the FFT data for all three samples. In line with the SdH data there is no additional attenuation visible below B c2 nor below B irr , i.e., below the opening of the hysteresis loop ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒. The solid lines represent the LK behavior with T D ϭ0.38 K, T D ϭ0.40 K, and T D ϭ0.52 K for sample C, D, and E, respectively. We omitted data to higher fields since above about 10 T the two-dimensionality leads to deviations from the 3D LK behavior. 16 It is interesting to note that in previous dHvA experiments for the organic superconductor -(BEDT-TTF) 2 Cu(NCS) 2 as well, only a very gradual damping of the dHvA amplitude was observed around B c2 . [20] [21] [22] Further on, no additional damping below B c was reported for 2H-NbSe 2 ͑Ref. 23͒ and YNi 2 B 2 C. 24 Our results show that there is no additional attenuation of the SdH and of the dHvA signal when going through and below B c2 . When superconductivity sets in, an energy gap opens and the quasiparticle density of states at ⑀ F usually disappears. The reduced density and the gap at ⑀ F , which may be anisotropic, is assumed 3, 4, 6 to be the cause for the additional attenuation of the dHvA signal. The nonexistence of this attenuation in our SdH and dHvA signals may suggest that no gap at the Fermi surface exists. Although some experiments on organic superconductors give some hints for gap nodes, specific-heat data for Bϭ0 clearly reveal an exponentially vanishing specific heat towards low temperatures, i.e., a fully gapped superconductor. 13, 25 This may be significantly different for BϾ0 where the quasiparticle spectrum is qualitatively altered by Landau quantization resulting in a new superconducting state with basically gapless quasiparticle excitations. 2 This picture seems to be in line with the strongly reduced specific-heat jump in field and the absence of strong features in the magnetization.
While the dHvA effect, i.e., oscillations of the free-energy derivative M ϭdF/dB, presents an equilibrium property, the resistivity oscillations are an essentially different phenomenon including electron scattering in a magnetic field. The detailed theory is rather involved 26 but the qualitative features can be rationalized by virtue of a simple argument.
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The probability for quasiparticle scattering is proportional to the number of states into which they can scatter. The density of states at the Fermi level oscillates with the field with an amplitude ⌬N(⑀ F ) and correspondingly the scattering probability. This finally leads to relative conductance oscillations ⌬, the amplitudes of which are proportional to
The observation of a finite resistivity in the superconducting state is inherently coupled with moving vortices. On first sight, no Lorentz force acting on the ͑pancakelike͒ vortices is expected for the chosen parallel field-current configuration. However, due to the strong anisotropy of the organic material the charge carriers are believed to reside for a certain time within a highly conducting plane before a hoping process to the next plane occurs. In the Bardeen-Stephen model dissipation occurs by ordinary resistive processes in the vortex core. Other dissipative mechanisms by quasiparticle excitations can be described with the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau wave function. 27 The radius of a vortex core can be approximated by the coherence length Ќ ϭͱ⌽ 0 /2B c2 Ϸ10 nm, whereas the radius of a cyclotron orbit is rϭបk F /eB which is ϳ260 nm at 2 T. Thereby, ⌽ 0 ϭh/2e is the flux quantum and a circular in-plane Fermi 
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surface with wave vector k F ϭͱ2eF/ប is assumed. This means that the observation of the SdH signal cannot simply be attributed to electrons on cyclotron orbits within a vortex core. Therefore, dissipative mechanisms within the superconducting regions must play the dominant role for the observed resistivity and the SdH oscillations. This dissipation originates from quasiparticle excitations as well as from the superfluid component. Both contributions may show an oscillating behavior with frequency as in the normal state which adds up to the SdH amplitude we observe. It is a priori not clear how much each of these components contribute to the dHvA signal, i.e., to an oscillation in the density of states. For 2D, extremely type-II superconductors the calculated superconducting magnetization oscillation is predicted to be of the same order as the normal-electrons one. 8 The sum of these contributions may add up to magneticoscillation signals which show no additional damping or even an increasing signal towards lower fields. 8 In conclusion, we observed SdH oscillations in the mixed state of a strongly type-II 2D organic superconductor. No additional damping of the SdH as well as the dHvA signal below B c2 was observed. This suggests that in addition to the normal-electron contribution the superfluid component is responsible for the large signal. Our result shows that dissipative mechanisms in the superconducting region, i.e., outside of the vortex cores, are important for a finite resistivity in the superconducting state.
